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Introduction
In this lecture will continue our study of parametric amplification. We will pick up
where we left off last time, by examining the entangled state that is produced by a twomode parametric amplifier when its input modes are in their vacuum states. Despite
the joint state of the output modes being non-classical—because entanglement is a
non-classical property—we’ll see that the individual modes are in classical states.
We will develop the number-ket representations for both the joint and the individual
states, and show that the former exhibits photon-twinning behavior, which leads to
a non-classical signature in differenced direct detection. By appropriately ganging
together a pair of two-mode parametric amplifiers, and going to the low-gain limit,
we will show how to create a pair of polarization-entangled photons. Polarization
entanglement provides the basis for qubit teleportation, which we will mention briefly
at the end of today’s lecture and treat in detail next time.

The Two-Mode Parametric Amplifier
From Lecture 12 we have the following two-mode Bogoliubov transformation relating
the annihilation operators for the x- and y-polarized
√ input and output
√ modes, where
we have chosen to specialize the general case to G = µ > 0 and G − 1 = ν > 0:
√
√
√
√
âoutx = G âinx + G − 1 â†iny and âouty = G âiny + G − 1 â†inx .
(1)
We know that this transformation preserves annihilation operator commutator brackets, and that if we regard âinx and âoutx as input and output with âiny in its vacuum
state, the first equality in (1) implies that we have a phase-insensitive linear amplifier
relation between the input and output modes. The same behavior occurs—i.e., we
have a phase-insensitive linear amplifier relationship—if we take âiny and âouty as input and output with âinx in its vacuum state. In the ±45◦ basis, however, (1) reduces
to a pair of single-mode Bogoliubov transformations, so that a coherent-state input
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in the âin+ (âin− ) mode will yield a squeezed-state output in the âout+ (âout− ) mode.
Thus, in the ±45◦ basis, the two-mode parametric amplifier specified by (1) is a pair
of independent phase-sensitive amplifiers, one for the +45◦ -polarized mode and the
other for the −45◦ -polarized mode.
In Lecture 12, we used characteristic functions to derive the complete statistics
for the âoutx and âouty modes and found the following result for the anti-normally
ordered characteristic function associated with their joint density operator ρ̂out :
χρAout (ζx∗ , ζy∗ , ζx , ζy ) = χρWin (ξx∗ , ξy∗ , ξx , ξy )e−(|ζx |
where
ξx =

√
√
G ζx − G − 1 ζy∗

√
and ξy =

2 +|ζ

G ζy −

√

y|

2 )/2

,

G − 1 ζx∗ .

(2)

(3)

Our interest lies in the special case in which the two input modes are in their vacuum
states, so that the preceding anti-normally ordered characteristic function reduces to
√
2
2
(4)
χρAout (ζx∗ , ζy∗ , ζx , ζy ) = e−G(|ζx | +|ζy | )+2 G(G−1) Re(ζx ζy ) ,
from which the following anti-normally ordered characteristic functions for ρ̂outx and
ρ̂outy readily follow:
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ρ

χAoutx (ζx∗ , ζx ) = χρAout (ζx∗ , 0, ζx , 0) = e−G|ζx | ,
and

ρouty

χA

2

(ζy∗ , ζy ) = χρAout (0, ζy∗ , 0, ζy ) = e−G|ζy | .

Thus, because
ρ

ρouty

χρAout (ζx∗ , ζy∗ , ζx , ζy ) 6= χAoutx (ζx∗ , ζx )χA

(ζy∗ , ζy ),

(5)

(6)
(7)

we have ρ̂out 6= ρ̂outx ⊗ ρ̂outy , which means that ρ̂out is an entangled state if it is a
pure state. To show that ρ̂out is a pure state we could argue that (1) is a unitary
transformation, so that its output state must be a pure state when its input state—in
this case the vacuum state of both the âinx and âiny modes—is a pure state. We shall
take a more explicit route to showing that ρ̂out implied by (4) is a pure state, viz., we
shall verify that tr(ρ̂2out ) = 1.
Using the operator-valued inverse Fourier transform relation
Z 2 Z 2
†
†
d ζx d ζy ρout ∗ ∗
∗
∗
ρ̂out =
χA (ζx , ζy , ζx , ζy )e−ζx âoutx −ζy âouty eζx âoutx +ζy âouty ,
(8)
π
π
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we find that
tr(ρ̂2out )
Z
=
Z
=
Z
=
Z
=

Z
d2 αx
=
π
Z
d2 ζx d2 ζy
π
π
Z
d2 ζx d2 ζy
π
π
Z
d2 ζx d2 ζy
π
π
Z
d2 ζx d2 ζy
π
π
Z

d2 αy
2
y hαy |x hαx |ρ̂out |αx ix |αy iy
π

(9)

†

†

∗

∗

ρout ∗ ∗
χA
(ζx , ζy , ζx , ζy )tr(ρ̂out e−ζx âoutx −ζy âouty eζx âoutx +ζy âouty ) (10)

χρAout (ζx∗ , ζy∗ , ζx , ζy )χρNout (−ζx∗ , −ζy∗ , −ζx , −ζy )

(11)

χρWout (ζx∗ , ζy∗ , ζx , ζy )χρWout (−ζx∗ , −ζy∗ , −ζx , −ζy )

(12)

|χρWout (ζx∗ , ζy∗ , ζx , ζy )|2 .

(13)

Here: the trace is evaluated in the first equality using the coherent-state bases {|αx ix }
ρout
ρout
and {|αy iy }; χN
and χW
are the normally-ordered and Wigner characteristic functions of the output state; the fourth equality makes use of the Baker-CampbellHausdorff theorem; and the last equality follows from χρWout being an Hermitian function of its arguments. Substituting
ρout ∗ ∗
(ζx , ζy , ζx , ζy ) = χρAout (ζx∗ , ζy∗ , ζx , ζy )e(|ζx |
χW

= e−(G−1/2)(|ζx |

2 +|ζ

y|

2 +|ζ

y|

2 )/2

(14)

√

2 )+2

G(G−1) Re(ζx ζy )

,

(15)

into (13) we get
tr(ρ̂2out )

Z
=

d2 ζx
π

Z

d2 ζy −(2G−1)(|ζx |2 +|ζy |2 )+4√G(G−1) Re(ζx ζy )
e
= 1,
π

(16)

where the second equality follows from the normalization integral for a 4-D Gaussian
probability density function,1 proving that the output state of the two-mode parametric amplifier is a pure state when its input modes are in their vacuum states. So,
because there must be a |ψiout on the joint state space of the âoutx and âouty modes
such that ρ̂out = |ψioutout hψ|, (7) implies that there are no pure states |ψioutx and
|ψiouty for the individual modes which give |ψiout = |ψioutx ⊗ |ψiouty . In short, the
output modes from the two-mode parametric amplifier are entangled when their input
modes are in their vacuum states because if their joint state is a product state—i.e.,
unentangled—and pure, then the individual states must also be pure.
Let us delve deeper into the individual and joint states whose characteristic functions we’ve just determined. First consider the individual states. Our work in Lecture 12 on the phase-insensitive amplifier immediately tells us that the âoutx and âouty
1

See (24), below, for the necessary formula.
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modes are in classical states, with the following P -representations,
Z
−|α|2 /(G−1)
2 e
ρ̂outk = d α
|αihα|, for k = x, y,
π(G − 1)

(17)

i.e., they are classically-random mixtures of coherent states with pdfs
2

e−|α| /(G−1)
.
Poutx (α, α ) = Pouty (α, α ) =
π(G − 1)
∗

∗

(18)

Even though the individual x- and y-polarized modes are in mixed states, their joint
density operator is a pure state. That the individual states are mixed, when their
joint state is pure, is a signature of entanglement.
To get another perspective on the last remark, let’s represent Eˆout (t) in the ±45◦
basis, instead of the x-y basis. In this case we know that âout± is related to âin± by
a single-mode Bogoliubov transformation. Thus each mode transforms its vacuum
state input into a squeezed-vacuum state output. In particular, because the ±45◦
inputs are in their vacuum states, and because
√
√
√
√
(19)
âin+ = G âout+ − G − 1 â†out+ and âin− = G âout− + G − 1 â†out− ,
our prior work on squeezed states tells us that the joint output state in the diagonal
(±45◦ ) basis is the following tensor product of squeezed vacuum states:
√ √
√
√
(20)
|ψ iout = |ψiout+ |ψiout− = |0; G, − G − 1iout+ |0; G, G − 1iout− .
Here the joint state is pure—as it must be regardless of which basis we use to represent
it, because (1) implies a unitary state transformation and we are starting from a joint
state that is pure—and the individual states are also pure, because the âout± modes
are not entangled.
Our next task will be to focus on the number-ket representations of the joint and
individual states for the âoutx and âouty modes, as these representations will be essential to our understanding of photon twinning behavior and polarization entanglement.
Before doing so, however, a word about going from joint statistics to individual statistics is in order. Let ρ̂ab be the density operator (joint state) for two electromagnetic
modes whose annihilation operators are â and ˆb, respectively, and let ρ̂a and ρ̂b be
their individual states. Last time we saw how to obtain the anti-normally ordered
characteristic functions for the individual states given the anti-normally ordered characteristic function for their joint density operator. All we did there was to recognize
that
χρAa (ζa∗ , ζa ) = χρAab (ζa∗ , ζb∗ , ζa , ζb )|ζb =0 and χρAb (ζb∗ , ζb ) = χρAab (ζa∗ , ζb∗ , ζa , ζb )|ζa =0 ,

(21)

follows immediately from the definitions of these characteristic functions. In the
density operator domain, equivalent results are obtained by tracing out the unwanted
4

modes, i.e.,
ρ̂a = trb (ρ̂ab ) =

X

b hφn |ρ̂ab |φn ib

and ρ̂b = tra (ρ̂ab ) =

n

X

a hφn |ρ̂ab |φn ia ,

(22)

n

where {|φn ia } and {|φn ib } are arbitrary complete-orthonormal sets of kets on Ha and
Hb , the state spaces of the â and ˆb modes, respectively.
It is conventional to refer to ρ̂a and ρ̂b as reduced density operators. Note that—
because ρ̂ab is defined on the tensor product state space Ha ⊗Hb —we have a hφn |ρ̂ab |φn ia
is an operator on Hb and b hφn |ρ̂ab |φn ib is an operator on Ha . Finally, remember that
the trace operation does not need to be performed using an orthonormal basis. An
overcomplete basis that resolves the identity operator will also do, e.g., we have that
Z 2
Z 2
dα
dβ
(23)
ρ̂b =
and ρ̂a =
b hβ|ρ̂ab |βib ,
a hα|ρ̂ab |αia
π
π
where {|αia } and {|βib } are the coherent states of the â and ˆb modes, respectively,
cf. what we did in (9).

Number-Ket Representation for the Output State of the TwoMode Parametric Amplifier
To better understand—and, more importantly, to see how to usefully employ—the
entangled state of the âoutx and âouty modes that results when our two-mode parametric amplifier has its âinx and âiny modes in their vacuum states, we need to develop
the number-ket representation for the output state. Toward this end, we first give
the normally-ordered form of the density operator, ρ̂out . From classical probability
theory, we have the following inverse transform relation linking the joint characteristic
function for an N -D zero-mean, real-valued Gaussian random vector, x, to its joint
probability density,
Z
dv
exp(−xT Λ−1 x/2)
T
=
exp(−vT Λv/2)e−j v x .
(24)
N/2
1/2
N
(2π) |Λ|
(2π)
Here, x and v are N -D column vectors, and Λ is the covariance matrix of x, with
|Λ| being its determinant. Applying this formula to (4) yields—after some tedious
algebra that will be omitted—the following expression for the normally-ordered form
of the density operator,
(n)

ρout (αx∗ , αy∗ , αx ., αy ) ≡

x hαx |y hαy |ρ̂out |αx ix |αy iy

(25)

√

−|αx |2 −|αy |2 +2

=

e

(G−1)/G Re(αx αy )

G
5

.

(26)

We already know that ρ̂out is a pure state, |ψiout . We now claim that this state
has the following number-ket representation,
r
∞
X
(G − 1)n
|ψiout =
|nix |niy .
(27)
n+1
G
n=0
Because ρ̂out is determined by its normally-ordered form, to verify that ρ̂out = |ψioutout hψ|
with |ψiout given by (27), it suffices to verify that
√
−|αx |2 −|αy |2 +2 (G−1)/G Re(αx αy )
e
.
(28)
|x hαx |y hαy |ψiout |2 =
G
But, this verification is simple, because
r
∞
X
(G − 1)n (αx∗ αy∗ )n −|αx |2 /2−|αy |2 /2
e
x hαx |y hαy |ψiout =
Gn+1
n!
n=0
=

e−|αx |

(29)

√

2 /2−|α |2 /2+
y

√

(G−1)/G α∗x α∗y

G

.

(30)

Taking the magnitude squared of this last expression then completes the desired
verification. We shall explore the physics of this result in the next section. For
now we just note that |ψiout is explicitly an entangled state, because its number-ket
representation cannot be factored into the form |ψioutx ⊗ |ψiouty with
|ψioutk =

∞
X

ψkn |nik ,

for k = x, y,

(31)

n=0

as we have assumed G > 1.

Photon-Twinning Behavior
Equation (27) shows that the x- and y-polarized outputs from a two-mode parametric
amplifier, whose input modes are in their vacuum states, are in a pure entangled state
that is the superposition of states in which the x- and y-polarized output modes each
have the same number of photons. When we study second-order nonlinear optics
later this term, we will get a good physical picture for why these outputs should each
have the same number of photons. For now, let’s just see how this “photon twinning”
behavior manifests itself in direct detection measurements.
Consider the photodetection setup shown in Slide 7. Here, the âoutx and âouty
modes illuminate a polarizing beam splitter, which has the effect of directing the
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âoutx mode to one detector and the âouty mode to another detector.2 The photocount
difference for the two detectors is our measurement quantity of interest, i.e., we are
ˆ ≡ N̂y − N̂x , where
concerned with the observable N
N̂x ≡ â†outx âoutx

ˆy ≡ â†out âouty .
and N
y

(32)

It is easy to see that, for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , the photon-twin number state |nix |niy is
ˆ with eigenvalue zero. In simple terms, this just says that if each
an eigenket of N
of these modes has exactly n photons and we count photons in each mode, then the
difference between the two photocount measurements is always zero. Now, because
ˆ . Thus
|ψ iout is a superposition of |nix |niy , it too is a zero-eigenvalue eigenket of N
quantum photodetection theory predicts that
ˆ 2 i = 0,
h∆N

(33)

for the measurement setup shown in Slide 7.
What does semiclassical theory say about the variance of the photocount difference? Suppose that the first detector is illuminated by a single-mode classical field
with complex phasor aoutx and the other photodetector is illuminated by a single-mode
classical field with complex phasor aouty . Because excess noise can never decrease photocount fluctuations below shot-noise levels, we shall assume that aoutx and aouty are
both deterministic, so that Nx and Ny have the shot-noise limited variances
h∆Nx2 i = hNx i = |aoutx |2

and h∆Ny2 i = hNy i = |aouty |2 .

(34)

Because the shot noises on physically separate detectors are statistically independent
we have that
h∆N 2 i = h∆Nx2 i + h∆Ny2 i = hNx i + hNy i ≥ 0,
(35)
where the inequality is strict unless aoutx = aouty = 0, i.e., unless the measurement
setup is not illuminated. Comparison of Eqs. (33) and (35) shows that we have identified a non-classical signature, i.e., the photon twins behavior exhibited by the state
|ψiout from our two-mode parametric amplifier cannot be explained by semiclassical
photodetection theory.
We know from Lecture 12 that ρ̂outx and ρ̂outy both have proper P -representations—
i.e., they are individually in classical states—so that semiclassical photodetection
theory suffices to describe all measurements made on the âoutx or âouty modes alone.
The photon twins behavior we have just demonstrated shows that the entanglement
between these two modes precludes the use of semiclassical photodetection theory to
2

The polarizing beam splitter also couples a y-polarized vacuum-state mode to the first detector
and an x-polarized vacuum-state mode to the second detector. These modes enter through the beam
splitter’s unused input port. However, because they do not contribute to the photocounts obtained
from these two detectors, we have omitted them from Slide 7, and will not carry them along in our
analysis.
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quantify joint measurements, i.e., measurements that sense both of these modes. Before moving on to the generation of polarization entanglement from a pair of two-mode
parametric amplifiers, let us conclude this section by deriving the number-ket representations of the reduced density operators ρ̂outx and ρ̂outy . These are easily found,
by using ρ̂out = |ψioutout hψ| in conjunction with (27) and tracing out the unwanted
modes using the number-ket basis. We find that
ρ̂outx =

∞
X
(G − 1)n

Gn+1

n=0

|nixx hn| and ρ̂outy =

∞
X
(G − 1)n
n=0

Gn+1

|niy y hn|.

(36)

These results say that the individual output-mode states are Bose-Einstein mixtures
¯ = G − 1.3 But, from (17)
of photon-number states with average photon number N
we see that the individual output-mode states are also zero-mean, complex-valued
Gaussian mixtures of coherent states.
You should not be confused by there being two equivalent
P probabilistic interpretations each for ρ̂outx and ρ̂outy . Consider a mixed state ρ̂ = n pn |φn ihφn |, where {pn }
is a probability distribution. This form of the density operator has the following interpretation: the state of the system is |φn i with probability pn . There is no constraint
on the collection of states {|φn i}, viz., they need not be orthonormal.
P From the homework we know that ρ̂ has an eigenket-eigenvalue expansion ρ̂ = n ρn |ρn ihρn | where
the {|ρn i} are orthonormal and {ρn } is a probability distribution. This alternate
form of the density operator has the following interpretation: the state of the system
is |ρn i with probability ρn . Both of these interpretations provide prescriptions for
constructing a system in the given ρ̂. No measurement made on the system—given
it is in state ρ̂—can distinguish between these two interpretations. As a check on
the equivalence between our two representations for ρ̂outx and ρ̂outy , let us use their
number-ket representations to verify their normally-ordered forms. We have that
ρ

(n)

(αk∗ , αk )

=

k hαk |ρ̂outk |αk ik

=

∞
X
(G − 1)n
n=0

Gn+1

|k hαk |nik |2

2
∞
X
(G − 1)n |αk |2n −|αk |2
e−|αk | /G
=
e
=
,
Gn+1
n!
G
n−0

for k = x, y,

(37)

(38)

as expected.
3
¯ is Pr(N = n) = N
¯ n /(N
¯+
Recall that the Bose-Einstein probability mass function with mean N
1)n+1 , for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .
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Generating Polarization Entangled Photons
Consider the system shown in Slide 9. Here we have a pair of two-mode parametric
amplifiers, of the type we have been studying. Their output field operators are
âoutKy e−jωt
âoutKx e−jωt
ˆ
√
√
ix +
iy ,
EoutK (t) =
T
T

for K = A, B and 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,

(39)

where we have suppressed the vacuum-state “other modes.” We will assume that the
input modes to these parametric amplifiers are all in their vacuum states, and that
their pumps4 are phased such that
√
√
√
√
âoutAx = G âinAx + G − 1 â†inAy and âoutAy = G âinAy + G − 1 â†inAx , (40)
for parametric amplifier A, while
√
√
âoutBx = G âinBx − G − 1 â†inBy

√
and âoutBy =

G âinBy −

√
G − 1 â†inBx , (41)

for parametric amplifier B, where G > 1.5 We know that each parametric amplifier
produces a pure state—of the type that we have studied earlier in this lecture—so
that their joint output state is the tensor product of their individual states,
|ψiout = |ψiA ⊗ |ψiB
r
r
∞
∞
X
X
∆Gn
∆Gm
m
|
n
i
|ni
⊗
(
−1)
|miBx |miBy ,
=
A
A
x
y
Gn+1
Gm+1
m=0
n=0

(42)

where ∆G ≡ G − 1. The (−1)m factor in |ψiB can be verified by reprising the
verification procedure for the number-ket representation of the parametric amplifier’s
output state, this time using the Bogoliubov transformation given above for amplifier
B.
To generate polarization entanglement, the outputs from the parametric amplifiers
A and B are combined on a polarizing beam splitter, so that operators for the fields
emerging from the beam splitter’s output ports are
âoutBy e−jωt
e−jωt
Ax
ˆ out 1 (t) = âout√
√
E
ix +
iy
T
T

(43)

âoutAy e−jωt
âoutBx e−jωt
ˆ
√
√
Eout 2 (t) =
ix +
iy ,
T
T

(44)

4

Later this term we will study enough nonlinear optics to understand the role of the pump
field—not shown in the work we have done so far on parametric amplifiers—in parametric processes.
√
5
This
√ is a proper two-mode Bogoliubov transformation, as can be seen by choosing µ = G and
ν = − G − 1.
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for 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Now, if ∆G  1, so that we can truncate the sums in (42) to first
order in ∆G, we get
|ψiout ≈ (|0iAx |0iBy ) ⊗ (|0iBx |0iAy )
√
+
∆G [(|1iAx |0iBy ) ⊗ (|0iBx |1iAy ) − (|0iAx |1iBy ) ⊗ (|1iBx |0iAy )],

(45)
(46)

where we have segregated terms in a way that makes clear which states are associated
ˆ out 1 (t) and E
ˆ out 2 (t). If we make photon counting measurements on these two
with E
fields, and only include—in our post-measurement analysis—cases in which we count
a photon from each field, then we have performed a post-selection operation that
corresponds to reducing the state in (46) to
|ψiout =

(|1iAx |0iBy ) ⊗ (|0iBx |1iAy ) − (|0iAx |1iBy ) ⊗ (|1iBx |0iAy )
√
,
2

(47)

where we have normalized to unit length. This state is the singlet state of the twoˆ out 1 (t) and E
ˆ out 2 (t). Using |ψ − i12 to denote this state, and introducing
mode fields E
the following short-hand notations for x- and y-polarized single-photon states of the
ˆ out 1 (t) and E
ˆ out 2 (t),
field operators E
|xi1 = |1iAx |0iBy

|yi1 = |0iAx |1iBy

|xi2 = |1iBx |0iAy

|yi2 = |0iBy |1iAy ,

(48)

we can say that post-selected, low-gain operation of our two parametric amplifiers
produces the singlet state
|ψ − i12 =

|xi1 |yi2 − |yi1 |xi2
√
.
2

(49)

The properties of this entangled state are extremely important in quantum information science, as we shall learn. Note that it has exactly two photons, one each
ˆ out 1 (t) and E
ˆ out 2 (t).
associated with the fields E
At this point we are equipped to revisit the discussion of polarization entanglement
that we presented in Lecture 1. This time, however, we are prepared for a complete
analytical treatment. Slide 10 shows our measurement setup for polarization analysis.
ˆ out 1 (t) and E
ˆ out 2 (t) illuminate a pair of these systems such that
The field operators E
the i = αix + βiy polarization is converted—by wave plates—to the x polarization,
and its orthogonal complement, the i0 = β ∗ ix − α∗ iy polarization, is converted—by
these same wave plates—to the y polarization. The polarizing beam splitter photoncounting modules then yield four outcomes, {Nki , Nki0 : k = 1, 2}. When Nki = 1
ˆ out k (t) photon emerged from the wave plates polarized in the
it means that the E
x direction, etc. As discussed in Lecture 1, we are interested in the conditional
probabilities Pr( N2i0 = 1 | N1i = 1 ) and Pr( N2i = 1 | N1i0 = 1 ). To find these
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quantities we will use |iik and |i0 ik to denote i- and i0 -polarized single-photon states
ˆ out k (t), for k = 1, 2. We then have that
of E
Pr(N1i = 1, N2i0 = 1) = |1 hi|2 hi0 |ψ − i12 |2

(50)

Pr(N1i0 = 1, N2i = 1) = |1 hi0 |2 hi|ψ − i12 |2 .

(51)

Writing the preceding inner products in terms of the x- and y-polarized single-photon
states then yields
Pr(N1i = 1, N2i0

| − α ∗ α − β ∗ β |2
1
= 1) =
= .
2
2

Pr(N1i0 = 1, N2i = 1) =

1
|ββ ∗ + αα∗ |2
= .
2
2

(52)
(53)

Because these two probabilities sum to one, it follows that
Pr(N1i = 1, N2i = 1) = 0 and

Pr(N1i0 = 1, N2i0 = 1) = 0.

(54)

Using this joint distribution for the photocount measurements, we can then show that
ˆ out 1 (t) and E
ˆ out 2 (t)—photocounts are completely random, i.e.,
the individual—E
Pr(Nki = 1) = Pr(Nki0 = 1) = 1/2,

for k = 1, 2.

(55)

and this holds for all polarization bases {i, i0 }. From the joint and the marginal
statistics we now have the desired result: for all bases {i, i0 },
Pr( N2i0 = 1 | N1i = 1 ) = Pr( N2i = 1 | N1i0 = 1 ) = 1.

(56)

You should reread the Lecture 1 notes, where it is shown that the highest conditional probabilities that we can obtain from a classical theory of particle-like photons
whose polarizations are individually random but completely correlated is
Pr( N2i0 = 1 | N1i = 1 ) = Pr( N2i = 1 | N1i0 = 1 ) = 2/3,

(57)

unless some sort of “action at a distance” is invoked.
So far, the polarization entanglement embodied by the single state |ψ − i12 might
be regarded as a cute quantum-mechanical parlor trick. Slide 12 is a reminder that
there is at least one vitally important application for polarization entanglement: qubit
teleportation. The polarization state of a single photon can be regarded as a quantum
bit (qubit), i.e., an arbitrary unit-length superposition of a pair of orthonormal basis
states, e.g., the x- and y-polarization states. Qubits must be communicated over long
distances to network quantum computers. However, qubits are inherently fragile;
90% of the photons coupled into low-loss optical fiber will be lost after 50 km of
propagation. Yet, by sharing entanglement between the end stations—shown as Alice
and Bob on Slide 12—an arbitrary and unknown message qubit (provided by Charlie)
may be successfully teleported from Alice to Bob.
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The Road Ahead
In the next lecture we shall present the details of the qubit teleportation system shown
in Slide 12. We shall then introduce and analyze a second kind of teleportation, i.e.,
one based on the continuous variables associated with the quadrature components of
the annihilation operator. Here too entanglement will play a key role, although in
this case it will be quadrature entanglement.
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